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ACOUSTIC 
 
JOB TYPE  PRICE 

 
Restring and clean* 6-string  25.00 
 12-string  30.00 

 
Set-up* 6-string  55.00 
 12-string  75.00 

 
Fret gluing and clamping   30.00 

 
Fret Level, Crown & Polish basic  60.00 
 heavy  80.00 

 
Fret end dressing   30.00 

 
New nut 6-string, bone  55.00 
 12-string, bone  75.00 
 6-string, pre-made  35.00 
 12-string, pre-made  45.00 

 
New saddle bone  45.00 
 pre-made  30.00 

 
Setup with... bone nut  105.00 
 bone saddle  90.00 
 both bone nut and saddle 135.00 

 
Fill & re-cut saddle slot  (includes new bone saddle) 120.00 

 
Pick-up intall inside mount  55.00 
 under saddle  80.00-140.00 

 
Tuning machine install simple exchange  25.00 
 with reaming  45.00 

 
Pick-guard install pre-made  35.00 
 custom made  65.00 & up 

 
Pick-guard re-attachment re-glue to top  80.00 
 re-attach to finished top  55.00 

 
Bridge re-glue*   90.00 

 
Bridge installation* pre-made  125.00 
 custom made  250.00 & up 
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Bridge plate repair veneer repair  45.00 
 removal and new maple/rosewood* 135.00 & up 
 with laminated bridge plate* 40.00 additional 

 
Glue braces first  40.00 
 each additional  30.00 

 
Glue cracked bridge   40.00 

 
Crack Repair humidify and one cleat  45.00 
 each additional cleat  20.00 each 
 full splint with touch-up 100.00 & up each 

 
Glue peghead* (touch up not included)  50.00-100.00 
 with touch-up  See “Touch-Up” Below 

 
Glue loose fingerboard   45.00 & up 

 
Glue top or back to side   45.00 & up 

 
Glue & pin heel   60.00 

 
Glue binding   45.00 & up 

 
Re-fret* Rosewood or ebony  300.00 
 Lacquered  420.00 

 
Re-set neck* Glued dovetail  325.00 & up 
 Bolt on neck  200.00 & up 
 Taylor bolt-on  100.00 & up 

 
Touch-ups Fill, level & buff  40.00-60.00 

 
Touch-ups  color, spray & buff   120.00 & up 

 
Hide Glue**   15.00 & up 

 
*All jobs marked with an asterisk include a “restring and clean.” (a $25 value) 
 
**Hide Glue Note - We are fully experienced and equipped to do any of the above repairs with 
all-natural hide glue. We strongly recommend this for all instruments originally constructed with 
hide glue and for those who want a superior wood joint. 
 
Pricing is for labor only and reflects a $60/hour service charge. Strings and other required parts 
are not included in the above pricing. 
 


